Strengthening national legal frameworks for the effective implementation of
CITES and for combating illegal wildlife trade
Gigiri, Nairobi, Kenya.
4 -5 April 2016

Report
Summary: The workshop was attended by 31 participants from 16 Parties in Africa. The
participants took active part in discussions and exchanges over the two days. They all
demonstrated commitment and engagement towards improving their national legislation. Parties
are invited to submit a draft legislative timetable before 30 April 2016 as the basis for further
assistance.

Participants:
1.
The Parties invited were Parties requiring attention as a priority under the NLP as well as other African Parties with legislation in category 3. The following responded positively to the invitation: Algeria Angola,
Burkina Faso, Central African Republic, Comoros, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Kenya, Liberia,
Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger, Somalia, and Tanzania. Djibouti also responded positively but was not able
to send a representative in the end.
Workshop objectives
2.
The workshop was jointly organized by UNEP (taking the lead in logistics) and CITES Secretariat (leading on content) pursuant to Decision 16.38 and UNEA Resolution 1.2.
3.
The workshop contributed to CITES Strategic Goal 1 in supporting all African Parties with legislation in
category 2 or 3 to make the necessary improvements to be placed in cat. 1.
4.

The workshop had three specific objectives:
a. Enhance the understanding of the basic requirements in Res. Conf. 8.4
b. Enable a clear understanding of the next steps required in each country to achieve the goal
(as set out in legislative timetables to be agreed with the Secretariat)
c. Provide a better understanding of the links between appropriate domestic CITES legislation
to prevent and combat illegal trade in wildlife.

5.
Following the decision by the last standing committee to organize a legal roundtable on a possible
revision of Resolution 8.4, the last session was organized as such a roundtable the possible revision of Resolution Conf. 8.4. The discussion focused in particular on “illegal possession”. The session also provided an op-

portunity for the participants to discuss upcoming issues at the Conference of the Parties, including the draft
CoP decisions on national legislation.
6.
One session focused on the links between illegal trade in wildlife and national legislation. UNEP presented a project focused on mobilizing parliamentarians in preventing and combatting illegal trade. A representative of ICCF presented a project aimed at establishing national caucus on the environment.
7.
The workshop achieved its objectives with all sixteen Parties present committing to take necessary
action and make progress before the end of the year. A number – but not all – of the parties clearly dependent on technical assistance from UNEP and/or CITES. The legal Roundtable did not get much traction and
there were no clear recommendations from the Parties present on 8.4 or on the draft CoP decisions.
8.
The workshop also provided an opportunity for the Secretariat to consult with all Parties present on
their legislative process and provide specific advice on the way forward. Participants were very actively engaged in discussions among each other. The French-speaking countries are generally behind English-speaking
and benefitted from the exchange with English speaking colleagues with simultaneous interpretation provided.
9.
The workshop assumed solid knowledge of the convention as the invited participants were MA or
focal points and their legal adviser. There were no general presentations or explanations of the Convention
and the only presentation concerned the four key requirements for implementation.
10.
A good mix of plenary discussions and parallel discussions in three groups based on languages provided ample opportunity for all participants to raise issues and questions and get feedback.
11.
With one exception (Guinea), all Parties seemed very engaged and committed to move forward on
their legislation and make demonstrable progress within this year. It was clear from the discussions that the
threat of a trade suspension is real and contributes to the eagerness to demonstrate progress before the next
meeting of the SC.
12.
Parties were invited to develop a legislative plan to be signed by the Management Authority and the
competent Minister and agreed to by the Secretary General of the Convention. These plans are to be submitted to the Secretariat by 30 April 2016. Where needed, the Parties were invited to indicate which actions in
the plan would benefit from (or depend upon) assistance from CITES and UNEP.
13.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The feedback forms from participants (handed in by 28/31) indicated the following:
The event was rated excellent/excellent or good/très bien by 19 participants and fair/satisfasant by 4.
Quality and structure of the discussions was rated excellent or good by 24
Logistics was rated excellent or good by 20, fair by 6 and poor by 1 participants
All participants felt that the event had enhanced their understanding of the legal measures required
to implement the convention
All participants felt that the presentations and discussions were clear.
All but one participant (Comoros) felt that they got useful answers to any questions.
Many participants expressed appreciation that both a technician and a lawyer had been invited to the
workshop as they are both necessary for development of draft legislation.
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14.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
15.

Issued raised and discussed at the workshop included:
The legislative process (basic steps to be taken, duration, importance of lobbying parliamentarians,
public participation, involvement of other institutions and agencies etc.)
The difference between the law and any secondary legislation – and the advantages of having CITESspecific legislation rather than sector specific
The regulation of exotic species, marine species and flora which is often difficult in nature conservation/hunting legislation that is used to implement CITES in many countries
The importance of involving fisheries management authorities in management of CITES
Regulation of illegal possession (Kenya, Algeria are examples)
The difference between seizure and confiscation
The types of penalties – usefulness of guidance for sentencing – appropriateness of plea bargaining in
criminal cases
The applicability of CITES towards members of the diplomatic corps (raised by Liberia)
Notes on the legislative progress for each country are included in the Annex to this report.

Actions to be taken
1. Review and agree to any legislative timetables submitted by the Parties and publish these in an information document for the Standing Committee.
2. Engage in SSFA’s with as many Parties as resources allow. Consult with UNEP to provide assistance as
well.
3. Consider organizing a second workshop for the remaining 15-16 Parties in Africa, depending on available resources.
4. Consider inviting other Parties with legislation in cat. 2 or 3 – or at least countries requiring attention
as a priority to also submit timetables to be agreed with the Secretariat and published in a document
for the SC.

Possible Areas of Intervention to Support Countries Depending on Actual Needs:•

•

•
•

Supporting the process of analysing and reviewing existing national legislation and institutions to
identify gaps that can be filled either by new legislation or strengthening existing legislation, elaborating regulations according to the parent act;
Supporting countries to draft national legislation by supporting the commissioning of a local consultant whose work can be reviewed and supervised by a meeting of multi-disciplinary task force of
about 5 members before the draft law is presented to wider group.
Supporting a stakeholders consultation workshop to get their input on the draft law before it is
presented to the Ministry of Justice’s Parliamentary draftsman and Parliament as a bill.
When the Bill is not being considered a priority in Parliamentary Government business for some
time, supporting a workshop for raising awareness of Parliamentarians can be an option, or following up with delegations in CITES, a visit to the country or in forums such as UNEA can be options to
push the process forward.

Annexes:
Annex 1: Information regarding Parties present
Annex 2: Final list of participants
Annex 3: Provisional agenda
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Annex 1
Information regarding Parties present (alphabetical order)
The information below is based on discussions and information submitted in feedback forms. Will be confirmed
in legislative plans to be submitted by end of April.
Algeria
Present: Focal point and lawyer. Follow-up actions: Establish a working group/task force with all relevant parties to finalize the draft law. Efforts by the Government to adopt the legislation and integrate the convention
into national legislation as soon as possible; most likely before the end of the year.
Angola
Present: Focal Point and lawyer. Relatively new Party. Very engaged and committed.
Follow-up actions: Will initiate legal analysis of existing legislation and subsequent development of draft law.
Able and interested in drawing on the draft legislation from Mozambique which in turn builds on the model
law. Expect to be ready to submit draft legislation to Parliament by October 2016.
Burkina Faso
Present: Focal point and lawyer. No draft legislation has been produced and BF generally seemed to be starting from scratch.
The follow-up actions included an internal debrief and preparations of a legal analysis as the foundation for
draft legislation. Assistance critical.
Central African Republic
Present: Focal point and lawyer.
Follow-up actions: Workshop to review draft legislation
Timeline: Before the end of 2017
Assistance required.
Comoros:
Present: Focal point and lawyer.
Follow-up actions: develop solid plan for next steps which will include the preparation of a legal analysis and
of draft legislation. Sub-regional and national consultations on the draft will be organized subsequently.
Timeline:
Assistance seems critical for Comoros to make progress.
Côte d’Ivoire
Present: Focal point and lawyer.
Follow-up actions: Organize meeting with all relevant parties to analyse existing legislation against the CITES
requirements, identify gaps and develop the legal texts required to fill the gaps.
Interested in receiving examples of cat. 1 legislation from the region.
Ghana
Present: Focal point. Draft Bill prepared in 2014 and submitted to Parliament for adoption. The process is slow
but progress is expected in 2016.
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Timeline: Adoption of the law should happen before the end of the year.
No assistance requested or required at this stage.
Guinea-Bissau
Present: Focal point. Guinea-Bissau has just been subject to a recommendation to suspend trade and was very
disappointed and upset as they were trying to show engagement and commitment. Severe lack of resources
and need for assistance to take any action
Follow-up actions: Will initiate a legal analysis of existing texts. Develop draft legislation and consult with all
relevant actors.
Timeline: Adoption of legislation before the end of the year.
Assistance required – will not be able to implement the legislative plan without assistance. No sufficiently
qualified lawyers available in-country.
Guinea
Present: Focal point and engineer from environment ministry. Guinée is subject to a recommendation to suspend trade since 2013 under Article XIII of the Convention. Draft legislative texts were provided during the
meeting in response to the recommendations by the Secretariat during the mission in 2011. A quick review
indicates that the texts are insufficient to meet the four minimum requirements. Secretariat needs to send
comments rapidly to underline the insufficiency of the law.
Follow-up actions: Discussions on the legislative plan with relevant institutions and other involved partners
Development of implementing regulations. Dissemination of law and implementing regulations.
Timeline: Expect that the law will be adopted rapidly.
Technical assistance to finalize laws and regulations seems to be needed.
Kenya
Present: Focal Point and lawyer. Kenya has adopted wildlife law and is currently preparing an amendment and
working on the implementing regulations. 22 draft regulations are under discussion. At the end of the workshop, the lawyer indicated that he might change the approach from spreading the CITES relevant provisions in
three different regulation to compiling them in one.
Follow-up actions: Consultations with Parliamentary committee on amendments of the wildlife law.
Timeline: initially, Kenya indicated by the end of the year; however, subsequently they indicated that it should
be doable by September.
Liberia
Present: focal point and lawyer. Liberia has a draft law which was submitted in front of Parliament five years
ago. The law is not sufficient in itself and implementing regulations will be required.
Follow-up actions: Review comments from the CITES Secretariat on the draft law with the aim of making noncontroversial amendments to the law while it is being discussed by Parliament. Subsequently develop the implementing regulations.
Timeline: Should be ready to be placed in category 1 by mid.2017.
Assistance required to finalise draft law and to sensitize parliamentarians.
Mauritania
Present: Focal point and lawyer. Mauritania has no draft and has already requested support to prepare one.
Follow-up actions: Preparation of legal analysis and draft legislation. Consultations with relevant stakeholders
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inside and outside government and with CITES. Finalization of law and submission to parliament.
Timeline: Expect to be able to submit draft law to the parliament by November 2016
Mozambique
Present: Focal point and lawyer. Mozambique has an enabling law and a draft regulation.
Follow-up actions: Finalization on regulations taking into account comments from the Secretariat
Timeline: Before CoP17
No assistance needed.
Niger
Present: Focal point and engineer. Niger has a well-developed draft.
Follow-up actions: Establish a task force. Organization of public consultations. Validating workshop. Developing implementing regulations.
Timeline: expect to be ready by March 2017
Assistance needed to organise the consultations and validation workshop
Somalia
Present: Focal point and lawyer. Somalia is still very much in a post-conflict situation. Critical problems with
regard to seized wildlife as there are no facilities to take care of the wildlife and Somalia is under double trade
suspension and hence cannot legally ship intercepted wildlife across the borders to neighbouring and better
equipped Parties. Will work to get the trade suspension based on reporting lifted as soon as possible to solve
this practical problem.
Follow-up actions: Preparation of legal analysis and draft legislation to be submitted to the Secretariat for
analysis. In a second phase capacity building of enforcement units and survey of wildlife in Somalia.
Timeline: Draft law to be ready by November 2016.
Assistance required. Mr Iqbal might be useful in this regard.
Tanzania
Intend to organize an inter-ministerial consultation meeting between ministry of agriculture and forest conservation (Zanzibar) and ministry of natural resources (Tanzania) as well as workshops. Organization of local
communities workshops and stakeholder meetings. The ministry of agriculture Zanzibar is expected to submit
the draft law to Attorney General.
Timetable:
July 2016: Wildlife conservation act amendment adopted (mainland)
August 2016: CITES implementation regulation for Zanzibar
May 2016: CITES implementation regulation for mainland Tanzania
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Annex 2: List of Participants
Country

Address

1

Algeria

2

Angola

3

Bukina Faso

4

Central Africa Republic

5

Comoros

Ms. BOU CEKKINE Ouahida
Tel: +213 77460475
Directrice Generale de Friets
Cynegetique2@yahoo.fr
DouDou mokhtar
Beu Aknue
Aler-Algerie
Ms. Fatiha BAOUCHE
lilabaouche@yahoo.fr
Tel: +213 771 88 23 28
5 rue de Sonelgaz, Isser ,
Boumerdes,
Algeria
Ms. Albertina NZUZI
Angolan CITES Focal Point
Tel: +244 924991915
Av.Portugal, Zimbo Tower
Kinaxixi
Wetekalandi @ gmail.com
Luanda, Angola
Mr. José Pedro PASCOL
Tel: +244 924991915
Av.Portugal, Zimbo Tower.
Kinaxixi
jospascoal@hotmail.com
Luanda, Angola
Ms. Hema Doun-Serma SAULAMA OUATTARA
Ouafifi@yahoo.fr
Tel: (00226) 70475588
Avenue Du Burkina
Bukina Faso
Mr. Benoit DOAMBA
Director de la Fauna et des Chasses
+226 76663302/22670097177
benoitdoamba@hotmail.com
Mr. Emmanuel NGOUMBANGO
Ministère des Eaux, Forêts, Chasse et Pêche
(République Centrafricaine)
Bangui
Tel: (00236) 75 50 83 46/ (00236) 77 24 39 42
engoumelvis@yahoo.fr
Mr. Nestor WALIWA
Chef de Service d’exploitation de la Fauna
Ministere des Eaux, Forets, Chasse et Peche
nestorwaliwa@yahoo.fr
Mr. Soule HAMIDOU
Point focal COTES
Enseigna- Chercheqe
Universite des Comores
00269 333 77 97
soulehamidou@yahoo.fr,
soulehamidou1@hotmail.fr
BP 7853 Moroni, Comoros
Ms. Said Ibrahim SAANDI A
Ministere de la product et sul l’Environment
00 269 326 83 85
Mnazimodja,

Nr.

7

saidibrahimsaandia@yahoo.fr
Moroni, Comoros
Mr. Julien SRABANA KOUAKOU KOUADIO
Bp V178 Abidjan, Cote D’ivoire
(+225) 47 59 83 53
srabana16@Yahoo.Fr
Abidjan, Cote D’ivoire
Joseph M. DABLE GBEHE
dable84@yahoo.fr

6

Cote d’Ivoire

7

Ghana

NANA Kofi ADU-NSIAH
Wildlife Division
P O Box 239,
adunsiah@yahoo.com
Accra Ghana

8

Guinea

9

Guinea Bissau

10

Kenya

11

Liberia

Mr. Mamadou DIA
Ministère Environnement, des Eaux et Forêts
Tel: +224 622407753
diamdou@gmail.com
Conakry, Gunea
Mr. Namory KEITA
Directeur National des Eaux et Forêts
Tel: +224628199208
namory54@yahoo.fr
Conakry, Gunea
Mr. Fai DJEDJO
Direction Générale des Forets et Faune
Ministère de l’Agriculture et Développement Rural
faidjedjo@yahoo.com.br
Guinea Bissau
Mr. Queta BAILO
Ministère de l’Agriculture et Développement Rural
Tel: (245) 966656048/955479732
queta.bailo@yahoo.com
Guinea Bissau
Mr. Geoffrey Ondieki AYUKA
Associate
Institute for Research & Policy Alternatives (IRPA)
ACK Gardens Annex
st
st
1 Floort, Unit B, 1 Avenue, Ngong Rd
Tel: +254 (0) 20 246 5950/5977
Cell: +254722 442675/+254 722480003
Email: sikebu@gmail.com
Nairobi, Kenya
Mr. Solomon Kyalo NZENGE
Box 1704-90100, MACHAKOS
Tel: +254722722214; +254775563642
cites@kws.go.ke; ambkyalo.solomon@gmail.com
Machakos, Kenya
Mr. Theophilus V. FREEMAN
+231-886-511-776
Technical Manager, Conservation,
Forestry Development Authority. Whein Town,
Theo.freeman10@yahoo.com
Montserrado Co.
Liberia
Mr. Edward G. GBEINTOR
gbeintore@yahoo.com
Tel: +231-886-782-273/777-782-273
Wildlife Manager, Conservation,
Forestry Development Authority.
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12

Mauritania

13

Mozambique

14

Niger

15

Somalia

Whein Town,
Montserrado Co.
Liberia
Mr. M'Hamed EL ETHMANE HAMOUD
hamoudouldsidahmed@yahoo.f
Mr. Mohaded EL ABD CHEIKH
Tel: +222 46 01 26 26
Ministère de l'Environnement et du Développement Durable
cheikhysidi@yahoo.fr
BP 170 Nouakchott,
Nouakchott, Mauritania
Mr. Francisco PARIELA
Motola-Rio,
Q1, casa 61
fpariela@gmail.com
Maputo, Mozambique
Mr. Jose A.R. LEOVIGILDO
Moçambicano
Tel: +258-843030905
Rua da Namaacha,
Bairro Jonasse,
nr 55, Q- 2.
Larj2007@gmail.com
Maputo, Mozambique
Mr. Ibrahim MADOUGOU
Passport service 06 PA 30608
09/01/2013
ID Valid to date
08/01/2018
Niamey
BP: 578 Niger
Niamey Niger
Mr. Dan Mahaman Sanoussi FATCHIMA
Nigérienne
danfatche2003@yahoo.fr
+227 98423409
Dakoro Republic of Niger
Niamey Niger
Mr. Ahmed SH. MOHAMUD OSMAN
busuri555@gmail.com

Mr. Abdikafi HUSSEIN AHMED
Maka almakereme
Kaafi2025@gmail.com
16

United Republic of
Tanzania

Observers

Mr. Stephen MWANASENJELE
Tel: 0712 639374
stephenm@mnit.go.tz
Mwanasenjele@yahoo.com
Ms. Francisca Jacob MALEMBEKA
Franciscamalembeka@yahoo.com
Mr. Juniper NEILL

Mikala LAURIDSEN
USAID KENYA & EAST AFRICA
Mlauridsen@usaid.gov
Mr. Nicholas Sadron
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Mr. Samuel FRIBERG
Special Agent
United States Embassy -Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
US Fish and Wildlife Service
Office of Law Enforcement
Samuel_friberg@fws.gov
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